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An exposâe of the mishandling of the war on cancer looks at how the influence of
industries making or using cancer-causing products affects government policy,
laws, and research regarding the causes, prevention, and treatment of cancers.
Since moving hundreds of miles to a new school, Daria has become increasingly
dependent on her cell phone. Texts, Facebook and phone calls are her only
connection to her friends in Calgary, and Daria needs to know everything that is
going on at home to feel connected to her old life. Her cell phone habit looks a lot
like addiction to her mother and to her new friend Cleo. Daria dismisses the idea
of technology addiction as foolish until her habit puts a life in danger.
"As [Disconnect] shows, cell phones may actually be doing damage to far more
than our attention spans-and could, in fact, be killing us." -Salon.com. Since the
invention of radar, cell phone radiation was assumed to be harmless because it
wasn't like X-rays. But a sea change is now occurring in the way scientists think
about it. The latest research ties this kind of radiation to lowered sperm counts,
an increased risk of Alzheimer's, and even cancer. In Disconnect, National Book
Award finalist Devra Davis tells the story of the dangers that the cell phone
industry is knowingly exposing us-and our children-to in the pursuit of profit. More
than five billion cell phones are currently in use, and that number increases every
day. Synthesizing the findings and cautionary advice of leading experts in
bioelectricalmagnetics and neuroscience, Davis explains simple safety measures
that no one can afford to ignore.
"As [Disconnect] shows, cell phones may actually be doing damage to far more
than our attention spans-and could, in fact, be killing us." -Salon.com.Since the
invention of radar, cell phone radiation was assumed to be harmless because it
wasn't like X-rays. But a sea change is now occurring in the way scientists think
about it. The latest research ties this kind of radiation to lowered sperm counts,
an increased risk of Alzheimer's, and even cancer. In Disconnect, National Book
Award finalist Devra Davis tells the story of the dangers that the cell phone
industry is knowingly exposing us-and our children-to in the pursuit of profit. More
than five billion cell phones are currently in use, and that number increases every
day. Synthesizing the findings and cautionary advice of leading experts in
bioelectricalmagnetics and neuroscience, Davis explains simple safety measures
that no one can afford to ignore.
There's no denying the clear connection between overuse of
devices--smartphones, computers, and video games--and the growing mental
health crisis, especially in our children. Too much screen time has a real,
measurable effect on kids' brains, self-esteem, emotional development, and
social skills. We aren't controlling our devices anymore--they're controlling us. In
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Disconnected, psychotherapist and parenting expert Thomas Kersting offers a
comprehensive look at how devices have altered the way our children grow up,
behave, learn, and connect with their families and friends. Based on the latest
studies on the connection between screen time and neuroplasticity, as well as
the growing research on acquired ADHD and anxiety, Disconnected presents a
better way to move forward. Kersting shares indispensable advice for parents on
setting boundaries and engaging in concentration and mindfulness exercises. If
you want to reclaim your family and reconnect with your kids, this hard-hitting yet
hopeful book is the place to start.
Screens are everywhere. Parents are seeking balance in their family screen
usage and would like ideas on how to step back from the day-to-day grind of
Internet, technology and / or social media. Moderation, balance and truly living in
the moment are the themes of this guidebook.As a mother and technology
enthusiast, Elizabeth Milovidov has searched for ways to ensure that her family
are responsible technology users and she shares the fruits of that research in
easy-to-read language for fellow digital parents. The structure of the guide is both
reference book and workbook so that you can note down the ideas and
suggestions that will work best for your family. Resources, recommended reading
and digital detox ideas are shared throughout the guide in order to further your
knowledge should wish you to delve deeper.
Stem cell research has sparked controversy and heated debate since the first
human stem cell line was derived in 1998. Too frequently these debates devolve
to simple judgments—good or bad, life-saving medicine or bioethical nightmare,
symbol of human ingenuity or our fall from grace—ignoring the people affected.
With this book, Ruha Benjamin moves the terms of debate to focus on the
shifting relationship between science and society, on the people who benefit—or
don't—from regenerative medicine and what this says about our democratic
commitments to an equitable society. People's Science uncovers the tension
between scientific innovation and social equality, taking the reader inside
California's 2004 stem cell initiative, the first of many state referenda on scientific
research, to consider the lives it has affected. Benjamin reveals the promise and
peril of public participation in science, illuminating issues of race, disability,
gender, and socio-economic class that serve to define certain groups as more or
less deserving in their political aims and biomedical hopes. Under the shadow of
the free market and in a nation still at odds with universal healthcare, the socially
marginalized are often eagerly embraced as test-subjects, yet often are unable to
afford new medicines and treatment regimes as patients. Ultimately, Ruha
Benjamin argues that without more deliberate consideration about how scientific
initiatives can and should reflect a wider array of social concerns, stem cell
research— from African Americans' struggle with sickle cell treatment to the
recruitment of women as tissue donors—still risks excluding many. Even as
regenerative medicine is described as a participatory science for the people,
Benjamin asks us to consider if "the people" ultimately reflects our democratic
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ideals.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “The story of modern medicine and
bioethics—and, indeed, race relations—is refracted beautifully, and
movingly.”—Entertainment Weekly NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE FROM
HBO® STARRING OPRAH WINFREY AND ROSE BYRNE • ONE OF THE
“MOST INFLUENTIAL” (CNN), “DEFINING” (LITHUB), AND “BEST” (THE
PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER) BOOKS OF THE DECADE • ONE OF ESSENCE’S
50 MOST IMPACTFUL BLACK BOOKS OF THE PAST 50 YEARS • WINNER
OF THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE HEARTLAND PRIZE FOR NONFICTION NAMED
ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New York Times Book
Review • Entertainment Weekly • O: The Oprah Magazine • NPR • Financial
Times • New York • Independent (U.K.) • Times (U.K.) • Publishers Weekly •
Library Journal • Kirkus Reviews • Booklist • Globe and Mail Her name was
Henrietta Lacks, but scientists know her as HeLa. She was a poor Southern
tobacco farmer who worked the same land as her slave ancestors, yet her
cells—taken without her knowledge—became one of the most important tools in
medicine: The first “immortal” human cells grown in culture, which are still alive
today, though she has been dead for more than sixty years. HeLa cells were vital
for developing the polio vaccine; uncovered secrets of cancer, viruses, and the
atom bomb’s effects; helped lead to important advances like in vitro fertilization,
cloning, and gene mapping; and have been bought and sold by the billions. Yet
Henrietta Lacks remains virtually unknown, buried in an unmarked grave.
Henrietta’s family did not learn of her “immortality” until more than twenty years
after her death, when scientists investigating HeLa began using her husband and
children in research without informed consent. And though the cells had launched
a multimillion-dollar industry that sells human biological materials, her family
never saw any of the profits. As Rebecca Skloot so brilliantly shows, the story of
the Lacks family—past and present—is inextricably connected to the dark history of
experimentation on African Americans, the birth of bioethics, and the legal battles
over whether we control the stuff we are made of. Over the decade it took to
uncover this story, Rebecca became enmeshed in the lives of the Lacks
family—especially Henrietta’s daughter Deborah. Deborah was consumed with
questions: Had scientists cloned her mother? Had they killed her to harvest her
cells? And if her mother was so important to medicine, why couldn’t her children
afford health insurance? Intimate in feeling, astonishing in scope, and impossible
to put down, The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks captures the beauty and drama
of scientific discovery, as well as its human consequences.
Everyone knows mobile phones are safe. If they weren't, we'd already know
about it, right? That is perhaps the greatest disconnect of our age. As research
scientists are now demonstrating, mobile-phone radiation can damage the
human body's cells - leading to memory loss, an increased risk of cancer,
reduced sperm counts, and neurological diseases such as Alzheimer's and
possibly even autism. Mobile phones, it seems, are not as safe as we had
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supposed. In this riveting exposé, Dr Devra Davis, respected epidemiologist and
founding director of the toxicology and environmental studies board at the United
States National Academy of Sciences, clearly outlines the dangers posed by
mobile-phone radiation - particularly to children, whose growing brains are
especially vulnerable. Drawing on interviews with key players within the trilliondollar mobile-phone industry and presenting a range of recent and longsuppressed research, Dr Davis makes a compelling case for changing the way
we make and use mobile phones. For the close to five billion mobile-phone users
worldwide, this truly is essential reading.
Malcolm Gladwell, host of the podcast Revisionist History and author of the #1
New York Times bestseller Outliers, offers a powerful examination of our
interactions with strangers and why they often go wrong—now with a new
afterword by the author. A Best Book of the Year: The Financial Times,
Bloomberg, Chicago Tribune, and Detroit Free Press How did Fidel Castro fool
the CIA for a generation? Why did Neville Chamberlain think he could trust Adolf
Hitler? Why are campus sexual assaults on the rise? Do television sitcoms teach
us something about the way we relate to one another that isn’t true? Talking to
Strangers is a classically Gladwellian intellectual adventure, a challenging and
controversial excursion through history, psychology, and scandals taken straight
from the news. He revisits the deceptions of Bernie Madoff, the trial of Amanda
Knox, the suicide of Sylvia Plath, the Jerry Sandusky pedophilia scandal at Penn
State University, and the death of Sandra Bland—throwing our understanding of
these and other stories into doubt. Something is very wrong, Gladwell argues,
with the tools and strategies we use to make sense of people we don’t know.
And because we don’t know how to talk to strangers, we are inviting conflict and
misunderstanding in ways that have a profound effect on our lives and our world.
In his first book since his #1 bestseller David and Goliath, Malcolm Gladwell has
written a gripping guidebook for troubled times.
Has the cell phone forever changed the way people communicate? The mobile
phone is used for “real time coordination while on the run, adolescents use it to
manage their freedom, and teens “text to each other day and night. The mobile
phone is more than a simple technical innovation or social fad, more than just an
intrusion on polite society. This book, based on world-wide research involving
tens of thousands of interviews and contextual observations, looks into the
impact of the phone on our daily lives. The mobile phone has fundamentally
affected our accessibility, safety and security, coordination of social and business
activities, and use of public places. Based on research conducted in dozens of
countries, this insightful and entertaining book examines the once unexpected
interaction between humans and cell phones, and between humans, period. The
compelling discussion and projections about the future of the telephone should
give designers everywhere a more informed practice and process, and provide
researchers with new ideas to last years. *Rich Ling (an American working in
Norway) is a prominent researcher, interviewed in the new technology article in
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the November 9 issue of the New York Times Magazine. *A particularly "good
read", this book will be important to the designers, information designers, social
psychologists, and others who will have an impact on the development of the
new third generation of mobile telephones. *Carefully and wittily written by a
senior research scientist at Telenor, Norway's largest telecommunications
company, and developer of the first mobile telephone system that allowed for
international roaming.
Darwin, Then and Now is a journey through the most amazing story in the history
of science; encapsulating who Darwin was, what he said and what scientists
have discovered since the publication of The Origin of Species in 1859. While
recognized as one of the most influential individuals of the twentieth century, little
is widely known about his personal life, interests, and motivations. This book
explores Darwins driving passion using Darwins own words from The Origin of
Species, Autobiography, Voyage of the Beagle and letters. In retracing the roots
of evolution from the Greeks, Darwin, Then and Now journeys through the
dynamics of the eighteenth century that lead to the publication of The Origin of
Species and the succeeding role of key players in the emerging evolution
revolution. Darwin, Then and Now examines Darwins theory with more than threehundred quotations from The Origin of Species, spotlighting what Darwin said
concerning the origin of species and natural selection using the American
Museum of Natural History Darwin exhibit format. With over one-thousand
referenced quotations from scientists and historians, Darwin, Then and Now
explores the scientific evidence over the past 150 years from the fossil record,
molecular biology, embryology, and modern genetics. Join the blog at
www.DarwinThenAndNow.com to post your comments and questions.
As seen in Time, USA TODAY, The Atlantic, The Wall Street Journal, and on
CBS This Morning, BBC, PBS, CNN, and NPR, iGen is crucial reading to
understand how the children, teens, and young adults born in the mid-1990s and
later are vastly different from their Millennial predecessors, and from any other
generation. With generational divides wider than ever, parents, educators, and
employers have an urgent need to understand today’s rising generation of teens
and young adults. Born in the mid-1990s up to the mid-2000s, iGen is the first
generation to spend their entire adolescence in the age of the smartphone. With
social media and texting replacing other activities, iGen spends less time with
their friends in person—perhaps contributing to their unprecedented levels of
anxiety, depression, and loneliness. But technology is not the only thing that
makes iGen distinct from every generation before them; they are also different in
how they spend their time, how they behave, and in their attitudes toward
religion, sexuality, and politics. They socialize in completely new ways, reject
once sacred social taboos, and want different things from their lives and careers.
More than previous generations, they are obsessed with safety, focused on
tolerance, and have no patience for inequality. With the first members of iGen
just graduating from college, we all need to understand them: friends and family
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need to look out for them; businesses must figure out how to recruit them and sell
to them; colleges and universities must know how to educate and guide them.
And members of iGen also need to understand themselves as they communicate
with their elders and explain their views to their older peers. Because where iGen
goes, so goes our nation—and the world.
Foreword by Juhi Chawla Mehta Bollywood star and philanthropist The Truth
About Cell Phone Radiation More than five billion cell phones are currently in
use, and that number increases every day. Yet, the latest research ties cell
phone radiation to lowered sperm counts, an increased risk of Alzheimer’s, and
certain types of cancer. What are cell phone companies doing to increase
product safety? And how far will they go to protect their interests? In Disconnect,
Devra Davis, a National Book Award finalist, offers a clear and compelling
account of the sea change that has taken place in way physicists and biologists
think about radiation in the microwave spectrum. Synthesizing the cautionary
advice of leading experts in bioelectromagnetics and neuroscience, Davis
explains the simple safety measures that we must take – before it’s too late.
DEVRA DAVIS PhD, MPH, is an award-winning scientist and writer. She is also
the critically acclaimed author of The Secret History of the War on Cancer.
President of Environmental Health Trust, a nonprofit research and educational
group, Davis lectures around the world and blogs for Huffington Post. She lives in
Washington, D.C., and Jackson Hole, Wyoming, with her husband.
Elegant, suggestive, and clarifying, Lewis Thomas's profoundly humane vision
explores the world around us and examines the complex interdependence of all
things. Extending beyond the usual limitations of biological science and into a
vast and wondrous world of hidden relationships, this provocative book explores
in personal, poetic essays to topics such as computers, germs, language, music,
death, insects, and medicine. Lewis Thomas writes, "Once you have become
permanently startled, as I am, by the realization that we are a social species, you
tend to keep an eye out for the pieces of evidence that this is, by and large, good
for us."
Explores both the American and Arab sides of the September 11th terrorist
attacks in an account of the people, ideas, events, and intelligence failures that
led to the tragedies.
Have you ever looked at your email, then texts, then Facebook, then Twitter, then
email, then Instagram, then Candy Crush, then texts, then Snapchat, then texts again,
and now you’ve wasted the time you had set aside for more important things?
Jedediah Bila has solved her own Obsessive Compulsive Tech Disorder, and she did it
without throwing away her devices. It's time to switch on airplane mode and settle into
Jedediah Bila’s #DoNotDisturb: How I Ghosted My Cell Phone to Take Back My Life. In
this timely, entertaining and inspiring book, Jedediah Bila chronicles her chaotic,
confusing, and all-consuming love-hate relationship with - her cell phone. Stepping
back from the whirlwind of texting, social media, and an endless sea of apps, Bila
questions how our relationships, character, and sanity have suffered from our deep dive
into the digital abyss. Exploring the toll that tech addiction took on her life, Bila reveals
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her missteps and mistakes, including several upending, life-altering months swirling in
an ex-boyfriend’s cell-phone-enabled double life, and how a low-tech millennial later
stole her heart. Travel with Jedediah through the embarrassing and catastrophic
consequences of Ménage-a-Tech relationships, social media's Perception Deception,
and the One-Potato-Chip-Problem of trying to resist Silicon Valley's hypnotic, slotmachine software designed to lure you in. Bila reveals how she navigated away from an
unhealthy, oversaturated diet of tech junk food to striking just the right balance with
technology to let her unplugged, real-life moments take charge. In #DoNotDisturb, Bila
applies her trademark no-nonsense, common-sense, personal responsibility and
accountability-centered approach, warning us that if we don’t stop acting like robots,
our very humanity is at stake. Through warm anecdotes and cold, hard truths, Bila
reveals how she pulled her way out of the tech fog to keep her eyes focused on the life
right in front of her. And how you can too.
Cell phone radiation is a national emergency. Scientist Devra Davis presents an array
of recent and long-suppressed research which shows that the most popular gadget of
our age damages DNA, breaks down the brain's defenses, and reduces sperm count
while increasing memory loss, the risk of Alzheimer's disease, and even cancer. The
growing brains of children make them especially vulnerable--and half of the world's four
billion cell phones are used by people under twenty. Davis takes readers through the
dark side of this trillion-dollar industry. Health experts have long been frozen out of
policy-making decisions about cell phones; federal regulatory standards are set by the
cell phone industry itself. One secret memo reveals their war plan against reports of cell
phone dangers. As this call to action shows, we can make safer cell phones now. Why
put our children at risk of a devastating epidemic of brain illness?--From publisher
description.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER •
NAMED ONE OF TIME’S TEN BEST NONFICTION BOOKS OF THE DECADE •
PULITZER PRIZE FINALIST • NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD
FINALIST • ONE OF OPRAH’S “BOOKS THAT HELP ME THROUGH” • NOW AN
HBO ORIGINAL SPECIAL EVENT Hailed by Toni Morrison as “required reading,” a
bold and personal literary exploration of America’s racial history by “the most important
essayist in a generation and a writer who changed the national political conversation
about race” (Rolling Stone) NAMED ONE OF THE MOST INFLUENTIAL BOOKS OF
THE DECADE BY CNN • NAMED ONE OF PASTE’S BEST MEMOIRS OF THE
DECADE • NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New
York Times Book Review • O: The Oprah Magazine • The Washington Post • People •
Entertainment Weekly • Vogue • Los Angeles Times • San Francisco Chronicle •
Chicago Tribune • New York • Newsday • Library Journal • Publishers Weekly In a
profound work that pivots from the biggest questions about American history and ideals
to the most intimate concerns of a father for his son, Ta-Nehisi Coates offers a powerful
new framework for understanding our nation’s history and current crisis. Americans
have built an empire on the idea of “race,” a falsehood that damages us all but falls
most heavily on the bodies of black women and men—bodies exploited through slavery
and segregation, and, today, threatened, locked up, and murdered out of all proportion.
What is it like to inhabit a black body and find a way to live within it? And how can we all
honestly reckon with this fraught history and free ourselves from its burden? Between
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the World and Me is Ta-Nehisi Coates’s attempt to answer these questions in a letter
to his adolescent son. Coates shares with his son—and readers—the story of his
awakening to the truth about his place in the world through a series of revelatory
experiences, from Howard University to Civil War battlefields, from the South Side of
Chicago to Paris, from his childhood home to the living rooms of mothers whose
children’s lives were taken as American plunder. Beautifully woven from personal
narrative, reimagined history, and fresh, emotionally charged reportage, Between the
World and Me clearly illuminates the past, bracingly confronts our present, and offers a
transcendent vision for a way forward.
Have iPads replaced conversation at the dinner table? What do infants observe when
their parents are on their smartphones? Should you be your child's Facebook friend?
As the focus of family has turned to the glow of the screen—children constantly texting
their friends, parents working online around the clock—everyday life is undergoing a
massive transformation. Easy availability to the Internet and social media has erased
the boundaries that protect children from the unsavory aspects of adult life. Parents
often feel they are losing a meaningful connection with their children. Children are
feeling lonely and alienated. The digital world is here to stay, but what are families
losing with technology's gain? As renowned clinical psychologist Catherine SteinerAdair explains, families are in crisis around this issue, and even more so than they
realize. Not only do chronic tech distractions have deep and lasting effects, but children
desperately need parents to provide what tech cannot: close, significant interactions
with the adults in their lives. Drawing on real-life stories from her clinical work with
children and parents, and her consulting work with educators and experts across the
country, Steiner-Adair offers insights and advice that can help parents achieve greater
under-standing, authority, and confidence as they come up against the tech revolution
unfolding in their living rooms. We all know that deep connection with the people we
love means everything to us. It's time to look with fresh eyes and an open mind at the
disconnection we are experiencing from our extreme device dependence. It's never too
late to put down the iPad and come to the dinner table.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Edward Snowden, the man who risked everything
to expose the US government’s system of mass surveillance, reveals for the first time
the story of his life, including how he helped to build that system and what motivated
him to try to bring it down. In 2013, twenty-nine-year-old Edward Snowden shocked the
world when he broke with the American intelligence establishment and revealed that
the United States government was secretly pursuing the means to collect every single
phone call, text message, and email. The result would be an unprecedented system of
mass surveillance with the ability to pry into the private lives of every person on earth.
Six years later, Snowden reveals for the very first time how he helped to build this
system and why he was moved to expose it. Spanning the bucolic Beltway suburbs of
his childhood and the clandestine CIA and NSA postings of his adulthood, Permanent
Record is the extraordinary account of a bright young man who grew up online—a man
who became a spy, a whistleblower, and, in exile, the Internet’s conscience. Written
with wit, grace, passion, and an unflinching candor, Permanent Record is a crucial
memoir of our digital age and destined to be a classic.
For decades, Dr. Jeffrey Bland has been on the cutting edge of Functional Medicine,
which seeks to pinpoint and prevent the cause of illness, rather than treat its symptoms.
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Managing chronic diseases accounts for three quarters of our total healthcare costs,
because we’re masking these illnesses with pills and temporary treatments, rather than
addressing their underlying causes, he argues. Worse, only treating symptoms leads us
down the path of further illness. In The Disease Delusion, Dr. Bland explains what
Functional Medicine is and what it can do for you. While advances in modern science
have nearly doubled our lifespans in only four generations, our quality of life has not
reached its full potential. Outlining the reasons why we suffer chronic diseases from
asthma and diabetes to obesity, arthritis and cancer to a host of other ailments, Dr.
Bland offers achievable, science-based solutions that can alleviate these common
conditions and offers a roadmap for a lifetime of wellness.
"Argues that monitoring one's electronic business communication 24/7 is actually
counterproductive and offers a plan for companies to take time to ""disconnect"" in
order to boost their productivity."
Smart phones and social media sites may be contemporary fixations, but using
technology to replace face-to-face interactions is not a new cultural phenomenon.
Throughout our history, intimacy with machines has often supplanted mutual human
connection. This book reveals how consumer technologies changed from analgesic
devices that soothed the loneliness of a newly urban generation to prosthetic interfaces
that act as substitutes for companionship in modern America. The history of this
transformation helps explain why we use technology to mediate our connections with
other human beings instead of seeking out face-to-face contact. Do electronic
interfaces receive most of our attention to the detriment of real interpersonal
communication? Why do sixty million Americans report that isolation and loneliness are
major sources of unhappiness? The author provides many insights into our increasingly
artificial relationships and a vision for how we can rediscover genuine community and
human empathy.
The handbook focuses on a complete outline of lithium-ion batteries. Just before starting with
an exposition of the fundamentals of this system, the book gives a short explanation of the
newest cell generation. The most important elements are described as negative / positive
electrode materials, electrolytes, seals and separators. The battery disconnect unit and the
battery management system are important parts of modern lithium-ion batteries. An
economical, faultless and efficient battery production is a must today and is represented with
one chapter in the handbook. Cross-cutting issues like electrical, chemical, functional safety
are further topics. Last but not least standards and transportation themes are the final chapters
of the handbook. The different topics of the handbook provide a good knowledge base not only
for those working daily on electrochemical energy storage, but also to scientists, engineers and
students concerned in modern battery systems.
From the physician behind the wildly popular NutritionFacts website, How Not to Die reveals
the groundbreaking scientific evidence behind the only diet that can prevent and reverse many
of the causes of disease-related death. The vast majority of premature deaths can be
prevented through simple changes in diet and lifestyle. In How Not to Die, Dr. Michael Greger,
the internationally-renowned nutrition expert, physician, and founder of NutritionFacts.org,
examines the fifteen top causes of premature death in America-heart disease, various cancers,
diabetes, Parkinson's, high blood pressure, and more-and explains how nutritional and lifestyle
interventions can sometimes trump prescription pills and other pharmaceutical and surgical
approaches, freeing us to live healthier lives. The simple truth is that most doctors are good at
treating acute illnesses but bad at preventing chronic disease. The fifteen leading causes of
death claim the lives of 1.6 million Americans annually. This doesn't have to be the case. By
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following Dr. Greger's advice, all of it backed up by strong scientific evidence, you will learn
which foods to eat and which lifestyle changes to make to live longer. History of prostate
cancer in your family? Put down that glass of milk and add flaxseed to your diet whenever you
can. Have high blood pressure? Hibiscus tea can work better than a leading hypertensive drugand without the side effects. Fighting off liver disease? Drinking coffee can reduce liver
inflammation. Battling breast cancer? Consuming soy is associated with prolonged survival.
Worried about heart disease (the number 1 killer in the United States)? Switch to a whole-food,
plant-based diet, which has been repeatedly shown not just to prevent the disease but often
stop it in its tracks. In addition to showing what to eat to help treat the top fifteen causes of
death, How Not to Die includes Dr. Greger's Daily Dozen -a checklist of the twelve foods we
should consume every day.Full of practical, actionable advice and surprising, cutting edge
nutritional science, these doctor's orders are just what we need to live longer, healthier lives.
The internationally renowned, clinically tested, revolutionary diet program to lose weight, fight
disease, and live a longer, healthier life. Can what you eat determine how long, and how well,
you live? The clinically proven answer is yes, and The Longevity Diet is easier to follow than
you'd think. The culmination of 25 years of research on ageing, nutrition, and disease across
the globe, this unique combination of an everyday diet and fasting-mimicking diet (FMD) to be
done only 3-4 times per year lays out a simple solution to living to a healthy old age through
nutrition. FMD does away with the misery and starvation most of us experience while fasting
and helps you reap all the beneficial health effects of a restrictive diet while avoiding the
negative stressors, like low energy and sleeplessness. Valter Longo, Director of the Longevity
Institute at USC and the Program on Longevity and Cancer at IFOM in Milan, developed THE
FMD after making a series of remarkable discoveries in mice and humans indicating that
specific diets can activate stem cells and promote regeneration and rejuvenation in multiple
organs to reduce the risk for diabetes, cancer, Alzheimer's and heart disease. Longo's simple
pescatarian daily eating plan and the periodic, fasting-mimicking techniques can both yield
impressive results. Low in proteins and sugars and rich in healthy fats and plant-based foods,
The Longevity Diet is clinically proven to help you: Lose weight and reduce abdominal fat Make
simple changes which can extend the healthy lifespan Prevent age-related muscle and bone
loss Build your resistance to diabetes, cardiovascular disease, Alzheimer's and cancer Longo's
healthy, life span-extending plan is based on an easy-to-adopt pescatarian plan along with the
fasting-mimicking diet 4 times a year, and just 5 days at a time. The Longevity Diet is the key
to living a longer, healthier, and more fulfilled life.
Essential reading for the 100 million Americans currently using wireless phones, this
thoroughly researched and documented cautionary work stands alongside of such classics as
Silent Spring and The Coming Plague. With news reports proliferating of the possible
connection between brain tumors and cell phone use, Dr. George Carlo was hired by the cell
phone industry in 1993 to study the safety of its product. In 1999 funds for Dr. Carlo's research
were not renewed, and the industry sought to discredit him. Undeterred, Carlo now brings his
case to the public with a powerful assessment of the dangers posed by the microwave
radiation from cell phone antennas—disruption of the functioning of pacemakers, penetration of
the developing skulls of children, compromise to the blood-brain barrier, and, most startlingly,
genetic damage that is a known diagnostic marker for cancer—as well as a presentation of
safeguards that consumers can implement right now to protect their health. ".…the authors raise
serious questions about the integrity of the cell phone industry and the FDA."—San Francisco
Chronicle "Extraordinarily informative...[a] captivating story…."—Publishers Weekly
Millions of users create and share Excel spreadsheets every day, but few go deeply enough to
learn the techniques that will make their work much easier. There are many ways to take
advantage of Excel's advanced capabilities without spending hours on advanced study. Excel
Hacks provides more than 130 hacks -- clever tools, tips and techniques -- that will leapfrog
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your work beyond the ordinary. Now expanded to include Excel 2007, this resourceful, roll-upyour-sleeves guide gives you little known "backdoor" tricks for several Excel versions using
different platforms and external applications. Think of this book as a toolbox. When a need
arises or a problem occurs, you can simply use the right tool for the job. Hacks are grouped
into chapters so you can find what you need quickly, including ways to: Reduce workbook and
worksheet frustration -- manage how users interact with worksheets, find and highlight
information, and deal with debris and corruption. Analyze and manage data -- extend and
automate these features, moving beyond the limited tasks they were designed to perform.
Hack names -- learn not only how to name cells and ranges, but also how to create names that
adapt to the data in your spreadsheet. Get the most out of PivotTables -- avoid the problems
that make them frustrating and learn how to extend them. Create customized charts -- tweak
and combine Excel's built-in charting capabilities. Hack formulas and functions -- subjects
range from moving formulas around to dealing with datatype issues to improving recalculation
time. Make the most of macros -- including ways to manage them and use them to extend
other features. Use the enhanced capabilities of Microsoft Office 2007 to combine Excel with
Word, Access, and Outlook. You can either browse through the book or read it from cover to
cover, studying the procedures and scripts to learn more about Excel. However you use it,
Excel Hacks will help you increase productivity and give you hours of "hacking" enjoyment
along the way.
DisconnectThe Truth About Cell Phone Radiation, What the Industry Is Doing to Hide It, and
How to Protect Your FamilyPenguin
Packed with tested strategies and practical tips, this book is the essential, life-changing guide
for everyone who owns a smartphone. Is your phone the first thing you reach for in the morning
and the last thing you touch before bed? Do you frequently pick it up “just to check,” only to
look up forty-five minutes later wondering where the time has gone? Do you say you want to
spend less time on your phone—but have no idea how to do so without giving it up completely?
If so, this book is your solution. Award-winning journalist Catherine Price presents a practical,
hands-on plan to break up—and then make up—with your phone. The goal? A long-term
relationship that actually feels good. You’ll discover how phones and apps are designed to be
addictive, and learn how the time we spend on them damages our abilities to focus, think
deeply, and form new memories. You’ll then make customized changes to your settings, apps,
environment, and mindset that will ultimately enable you to take back control of your life.
Discusses the hidden dangers and health concerns of electromagnetic frequency radiation that
is emitted from technological devices that we use everyday and offers practical advice on how
to protect yourself and your loved ones from harm.

The brain is the most complex organ in our body. Indeed, it is perhaps the most
complex structure we have ever encountered in nature. Both structurally and
functionally, there are many peculiarities that differentiate the brain from all other
organs. The brain is our connection to the world around us and by governing
nervous system and higher function, any disturbance induces severe
neurological and psychiatric disorders that can have a devastating effect on
quality of life. Our understanding of the physiology and biochemistry of the brain
has improved dramatically in the last two decades. In particular, the critical role of
cations, including magnesium, has become evident, even if incompletely
understood at a mechanistic level. The exact role and regulation of magnesium,
in particular, remains elusive, largely because intracellular levels are so difficult to
routinely quantify. Nonetheless, the importance of magnesium to normal central
nervous system activity is self-evident given the complicated homeostatic
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mechanisms that maintain the concentration of this cation within strict limits
essential for normal physiology and metabolism. There is also considerable
accumulating evidence to suggest alterations to some brain functions in both
normal and pathological conditions may be linked to alterations in local
magnesium concentration. This book, containing chapters written by some of the
foremost experts in the field of magnesium research, brings together the latest in
experimental and clinical magnesium research as it relates to the central nervous
system. It offers a complete and updated view of magnesiums involvement in
central nervous system function and in so doing, brings together two main pillars
of contemporary neuroscience research, namely providing an explanation for the
molecular mechanisms involved in brain function, and emphasizing the
connections between the molecular changes and behavior. It is the untiring
efforts of those magnesium researchers who have dedicated their lives to
unraveling the mysteries of magnesiums role in biological systems that has
inspired the collation of this volume of work.
An Eye-Opening Guide for Anyone Who’s Plugged In Are we going to give up
our cell phones, laptops, and other electronics? Absolutely not. But emerging
scientific evidence reveals that the very innovations that have changed our lives
are also exposing us to an unprecedented number of electromagnetic fields—and
that it’s crucial we make important changes to our home and work environments.
Now, Ann Louise Gittleman has created the first step-by-step manual for fortifying
your body, detoxifying your home, and protecting yourself and your family from
electronic pollution (and her powerful fixes are easier than you might think!).
Zapped is an empowering guide to living safely with the gadgets we can’t live
without.
For any parent who's ever IM-ed their child to the dinner table - or yanked the
modem from its socket in a show of primal parental rage - this account of one
family's self-imposed exile from the Information Age will leave you ROFLing with
recognition. But it will also challenge you to take stock of your own family
connections, to create a media ecology that encourages kids - and parents - to
thrive. When journalist and commentator Susan Maushart first decided to pull the
plug on all electronic media at home, she realised her children would have
sooner volunteered to go without food, water or hair products. At ages 14, 15 and
18, her daughters and son didn t use media. They inhabited media. Just exactly
as fish inhabit a pond. Gracefully. Unblinkingly. And utterly without
consciousness or curiosity as to how they got there. Susan s experiment with her
family was a major success and she found that having less to communicate with,
her family is communicating more. At the simplest level, The Winter of Our
Disconnect is the story of how one family survived six months of wandering
through the desert, digitally speaking, and the lessons learned about themselves
and technology along the way. At the same time, their story is a channel to a
wider view - into the impact of new media on the lives of families, into the very
heart of the meaning of home.
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In When Smoke Ran Like Water, the world-renowned epidemiologist Devra Davis
confronts the public triumphs and private failures of her lifelong battle against
environmental pollution. She documents the shocking toll of a public-health
disaster-300,000 deaths a year in the U.S. and Europe from the effects of
pollution-and asks why we remain silent. For Davis, the issue is personal:
Pollution is what killed many in her family and forced some of the others,
survivors of the 1948 smog emergency in Donora, Pennsylvania, to live out their
lives with impaired health. She describes that episode and also makes startling
revelations about how the deaths from the London smog of 1952 were falsely
attributed to influenza; how the oil companies and auto manufacturers fought for
decades to keep lead in gasoline, while knowing it caused brain damage; and
many other battles. When Smoke Ran Like Water makes a devastating case for
change.
"Bored and Brilliant shows the fascinating side of boredom. Manoush Zomorodi
investigates cutting-edge research as well as compelling (and often funny) reallife examples to demonstrate that boredom is actually a crucial tool for making
our lives happier, more productive, and more creative. What’s more, the book is
crammed with practical exercises for anyone who wants to reclaim the power of
spacing out – deleting the Two Dots app, for instance, or having a photo-free day,
or taking a 'fakecation'." —Gretchen Rubin, author of #1 NYT Bestseller The
Happiness Project "Bored and Brilliant is full of easy steps to make each day
more effective and every life more intentional. Manoush’s mix of personal
stories, neuroscience, and data will convince you that boredom is actually a gift."
—Charles Duhigg, author of The Power of Habit and Smarter, Faster, Better It’s
time to move “doing nothing” to the top of your to-do list. In 2015 Manoush
Zomorodi, host of WNYC’s popular podcast and radio show Note to Self, led
tens of thousands of listeners through an experiment to help them unplug from
their devices, get bored, jump-start their creativity, and change their lives. Bored
and Brilliant builds on that experiment to show us how to rethink our gadget use
to live better and smarter in this new digital ecosystem. Manoush explains the
connection between boredom and original thinking, exploring how we can
harness boredom’s hidden benefits to become our most productive and creative
selves without totally abandoning our gadgets in the process. Grounding the
book in the neuroscience and cognitive psychology of “mind wandering” what
our brains do when we're doing nothing at all—Manoush includes practical steps
you can take to ease the nonstop busyness and enhance your ability to dream,
wonder, and gain clarity in your work and life. The outcome is mind-blowing.
Unplug and read on.
It is a pleasure to contribute the foreword to Introduction to Cell and Tissue
Culture: The ory and Techniques by Mather and Roberts. Despite the occasional
appearance of thought ful works devoted to elementary or advanced cell culture
methodology, a place remains for a comprehensive and definitive volume that
can be used to advantage by both the novice and the expert in the field. In this
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book, Mather and Roberts present the relevant method ology within a conceptual
framework of cell biology, genetics, nutrition, endocrinology, and physiology that
renders technical cell culture information in a comprehensive, logical for mat.
This allows topics to be presented with an emphasis on troubleshooting problems
from a basis of understanding the underlying theory. The material is presented in
a way that is adaptable to student use in formal courses; it also should be
functional when used on a daily basis by professional cell culturists in a- demia
and industry. The volume includes references to relevant Internet sites and other
use ful sources of information. In addition to the fundamentals, attention is also
given to mod ern applications and approaches to cell culture derivation, medium
formulation, culture scale-up, and biotechnology, presented by scientists who are
pioneers in these areas. With this volume, it should be possible to establish and
maintain a cell culture laboratory devot ed to any of the many disciplines to which
cell culture methodology is applicable.
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